
 

IBExpert OEM Distribution Edition 

The IBExpert Distribu on OEM Edi on allows you to distribute IBExpert with your own so -
ware for a period of 5 years. 
 
Using your own program, the IBExpert OEM version is ac vated daily. The code genera on 
is incorporated in your standard so ware. The IBExpert OEM can therefore run on all  
computers where your so ware is also running. 
 
The IDE runs on all physical and virtual computers.  
The IBEScript script engine runs on all physical and virtual computers.  

IBExpert.exe IDE full version with all func onali es 
IBEScript.exe Script engine for batch files 
IBEScript.dll Script engine for integra on into your own 32-bit applica ons 

 New customers can be served immediately. 
 New employees can be integrated immediately. 
 Prompt transfer to other computers possible. 
 The programme can be stopped immediately on your clients' computers. 
 The use of the so ware is also permi ed for your employees. 
 Grows with your business, and is not dependent on the size of your business. 
 Not limited to a certain number of computers 

The OEM can be purchased with a one- me payment without updates for 5 years. 
The OEM can be purchased with a one- me payment plus 25% per year including all  
updates for 5 years. 
 
The OEM Edi on may con nue to be used on computers where it is already installed for an 
unlimited period of me even a er the end of the 5 year period. However, no new  
installa ons are possible a er the 5 year period ends. 
 
Access to regular IBExpert updates, which are constantly enhanced to keep pace with  
Firebird database development. 

IBExpert .com 
 

IBExpert GmbH 
Oldenburger Straße 233  
26203 Wardenburg 
Germany 

Tel: +49 (0) 4407 3148770 
Fax: +49 ((0) 4407 3148779 
E-mail: info@ibexpert.de 
Tax No. 64/210/05229 
VAT-ID DE308285764 
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